Predikcija oblika strugotine primenom metoda veštačke inteligencije. Glavni cilj ovog istraživanja je određivanje prediktivnog modela za oblike strugotine na osnovu različitih parametara rezanja i hrapavosti obrađene površine. Obrada skidanjem strugotine je izvršena na mekom čeliku AISI 304. Brzina, pomak i dubina rezanja kao i hrapavost obrađene površine su parametri koji su korišćeni kao ulazni parametri. Pošto je proces formiranja strugotine veoma kompleksan u ovom radu je korišćena metoda veštačke inteligencije za kreiranje predktivnog modela. Korišćena je vektorska metoda regresije (SVR). SVR rezultati su upoređeni sa rezultatima dobijenim primenom veštačke neuronske mreže (ANN) i genetskog programiranja (GP). Glavni cilj ovog rada je predvideti poželjne i nepoželjne oblike strugotine na bazi ulaznih parametra. Time bi u startu procesa bile eliminisane mogućnosti pojave nepoželjnih oblika strugotine jer ti oblici sturgotine mogu negativno da utiču na

INTRODUCTION
Chip form is crucial factor during mechanic process since it has high influence on the stability of the machining process [1] . For example long chips can have harmful impacts on the process of the material removing and on the product quality as well and small chips can be handled and transferred in storage easily [2] .
Different parameters of the machining process are influential on the alternations of the chip form. To prevent the formation of the unfordable chip form one needs to analyze which machining parameters have the highest influence on the chip form.
[3] To perform good chip control one needs to understand the chip form creation. Results of study [4] were gave clear ideas to the tool designer, technologist, or even to the foreman, as to what kind of chip-breaking should be used for a given set of machining conditions. In article [5] was developed a basic 3-D analysis of the geometry of chip forms with a view to determining the relationship between the geometry of steady-state 3-D helical chips and the 2-D concepts of pure up-curl and pure side-curl. In paper [6] was presented results of an experimental study on finish turning of steels with cermet chip forming tool inserts and based on this analysis, the paper was proposed the need for establishing a "total machinability" assessment criterion for optimum machining performance of a "cutting toolwork material-machine tool" system. Chips produced during lathe turning should be broken so as to prevent snarling and to enhance heat removal from the tool [7] . Paper [8] concluded that there is the consistency between theoretical and experimental results in terms of chip geometries and volumes under different cutting speeds and feed rates. In paper [9] was attempted to develop a computer-aided process planning system incorporating a predictive capability for chip breakability in turning operations. The issue of chip control has plagued continuous operations the most. An automatic system for chip breaking detection in turning was developed in article [10] .
Although the modelling of the chip form has been proposed in several investigations [11, 12] , the main goal in this study was to avoid high nonlinearity of the mathematical approaches by using computational intelligence methodology [13, 14] . In this investigation support vector regression (SVR) [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] was used to predict the chip form based on different machining parameters and surface roughness as well. SVR was compared with artificial neural network (ANN) and genetic programming (GP) models as benchmark methods.
METHODOLOGY
Experimental measurement
Experimental tests of turning tests was made on mild steel and AISI 304 stainless steel on the machine Model CM6241X1000. According to the ISO standard [21] eight chip form types were generated (Table 1) 
SVR methodology
SVR (support vector regression) working standard depends on the information mapping in characterized spaces by nonlinear mapping. A straight calculation performs in the component space. In the event that the inward item in the element space is accessible as a capacity specifically in light of the first info focuses, it is conceivable to influence nonlinear figuring out how to machine which is known as piece work, K. The portion capacity could certainly diagram the information to the higher dimensional element space. Straight arrangement in the higher dimensional element space is associated with nonlinear arrangement in the first, bring down dimensional information space. There are distinctive portion work. In this investigation we utilized outspread premise work as bit work since it is the most widely recognized portion work. The principle advantage of the spiral premise work is computationally effectiveness. The non-straight spiral premise piece work is defined as:
where x and i x are vectors in the input space.
Since SVR is data driven model, adequate consideration of the factors controlling the SVR is crucial to developing a reliable SVR model.
To assess the SVR success and other soft computing techniques, two statistical indicators were used as follows:
where P i and O i are known as the experimental and forecast values, respectively, and n is the total number of test data. Figure 1 shows prediction results of the chip form by the computational intelligence techniques. The chip form was based on ISO 3685:1993 standard [21] . Eight classes of the chip form were used in this study. Based on the observation of the results in Figure 1 Table 3 compares the SVR models with the ANN and GP models based on RMSE and R 2 indices for the chip form prediction and chip status prediction as well. One can note drastic differences between SVR, ANN and GP results for chip status prediction. Table 3 . Performance of the computational intelligence techniques
RESULTS
CONCLUSION
The main aim of the article was to establish an algorithm for chip form prediction based on different machining parameters and surface roughness as well. Chip form was analyzed according to ISO 3685:1993 standard. The chip form prediction was complex due to the many factors. Therefore in this study was applied a computational intelligence methodology to overcome the prediction difficulties of the chip form. 
